volume of literary criticism in this country, but it would be unwise to say that much of it is of outstanding merit. It must also be stated at the outset that even the best of it is for the most part desultory, and confined in its appeal by the circulation limits of the periodical in which it appeared. This applies not only to the casual book review, but to the more considered articles on literary themes, which very rarely, whatever their value, are deemed worthy by author or publisher of preservation in permanent form. Indeed the measure of value attaching to the ordinary critical article is mercenary rather than aesthetic-not how important the utterance lntrinsically may be, but what selling vogue it generates for the book-vendor's wares. By this evaluation it will sink lower in the scale than the pulpit pronouncement of a literary parson, and both print and preaching will yield precedence to the vague unmeasured authority of the microphone.
We ~hould be zealous to make this country more book-minded by all legitimate means, and the daily and weekly press can take an increasingly important share in the process. If we consider the space devoted to letters in the papers of other lands, the comparison with our own efforts is disturbing. On reflection we cannot attribute any peculiar altruism to the editors of these great dailies and weeklies. 1f you read the articles, pray turn your eyes also upon the voluminous accompanying advertOisemen ts, and be satisfied that these spacious columns are not financed out of the proprietor's pocket. Not only are the book pages commercially profitable, but a public has been created which would not consent to be deprived of its entertainment.
We are still a long way in Canada from mutual service on this prodigious scale-proprietor, editor, reviewer, publisher, bookseller, and public all satisfied, and the author occasionally content. Yet book pages there afe from coast to coast which do useful and often brilliant work. I cannot name them all, and am not sufficiently familiar with many to praise or blame with discrimination. and there was a touch of genius in their fan cy. It was less often of books than round and about them that they wrote, and not being book-learned men their views were refreshingly unpedantic. They have had no successors in our country, but the editor who nnds one will have his reward. We have competent book reviewers in Canada, but our wealth in the familiar essay is still to be developed.
Before turning from the subject of j ournalistic criticism) reference should be made to columns contributed throughout 1892 to the Saturday Globe by three Ottawa poets. At the Mermaid was the joint production of Archibald Lampman, Duncan Campbell Scott, and William Wilfred Campbell, and it must frankly be said it was not criticism from which literary movements might emerge. Campbell wrote badly and without any literary sense. Lampman wrote well enough, but without much spring or vitality. The only real liveliness was contributed by Scott who possessed by far the most alert and informed mind of the three. He probably ranks his articles among the sins of his young manhood, but he did enter into the spirit of the enterprise, and much of what he said his future biographer will find it well worth while to recove.T.
II
It is appropriate to consider at this point the contributions which our creative writers have made to criticism. Scott, for example, apart from these articles has done some notable critical work. More particularly would I refer to his two biographical sketches of Lampman with their pertinent and illuminating critical comment, and to his presidential address to the Royal Society of Canada on the general theme of "Poetry and Progress." In the course of this address he again speaks a timely word for Lampman, who has since that time become the target for the scoffs of the younger generation. I commend this whole paper as one of the finest specimens of criticism our country has produced. It is balanced and it is eloquent, and has the combination of judgment, thought, and beauty out of which masterpieces are made. Dr Scott's excursions into criticism should go far to convince us that our poets and creative writers at large might be critics of consequence if they thought it worth their while.
Of that generation Sir Charles G. D. Roberts is another poet who has not only relaxed into criticism, but has shown his virtue there. For eight years while professor at King's College he wrote weekly critical articles for the St. John Progress on the contemporary output of England, Canada, and the United States. An important paper by him on the "Pastoral Elegy in Greek and Eng~ish" appeared in the New York Forum, and he has written an admirable study of Thoreau as an introduction to an edition of Walden published by Crowell.
Dr Stephen Leacock has several critical books to his credit, notably his studies of Dickens) O. Henry, and Mark Twain. These writers compelled his attention by the force of their comic genius. Where he fails to discern in his subject either humour or common sense Leacock's interest in literature wanes. He is too honest to admire without conviction) and since criticism derives its force from a blending of sympathy and antipathy the absence of one of these factors explains why the m~st trenchant pen in Canada has no share in the shaping of our literary judgments.
Frederick Philip Grove is another writer of established reputation whose criticism merits much more than casual comment. He proclaims himself an amateur, innocent of exact knowledge or wide experience in letters, and we are entitled by his. own confession to consider him a critic under protest.· Actually in addition to many . articles) the majority contributed to this magazine, he has produced one critical book of definite importance. It Needs To Be Said is eminently readable) although one would not venture the alternative title It Needs To Be Read. It has many of the qualities that we have come to associate with Grove's name. It is vehement and intolerant of course. Even if one dislikes the United States it is not logical tei carry this antipathy to the point of excluding every contemporary American author from one's library. The book's virtue lies in the occasional flashes of insight which the author's other writings have led us to expect. Mr Grove's value as a cTitic best reveals itself when he is writing in full sympathy with his su bject. Such a satisfying example is to be found in his essay on Thomas Hardy in the QUART£RLY of July, 1932.
Coming down the years we find that the majority of our productive writers still do not continue to think criticism worth their while. Morley Callaghan contents himsel f with the occasional searching article on current fiction, and E. J. Pratt would rather earn ten dollars by hoeing potatoes than twenty by writing a review.
His recent article on Canadian poetry in these pages is evidence o f
his high qualification for the task. The younger generation has produced in A. J. M. Smith a poet of fine quality with an equall y fine critical equipment. His output t6 date is smal!, and his pronouncements here and there are of doubtful validity; but they are honestly delivered, and he writes so winningly as always to claim our attention even when he cannot command our assent.
He and his fellow professor, Collin, are the accredited voices of the new poetic movement in Canada.
III
Let us pass now to the monthly or quarterly publications that have paid serious attention to literary questions here and in the world at large. The Literary Garland which lived from 1838 to 1850 is now a mere his torical curiosity. Apart from the fact that it was the medium of publication for Mrs Moody's early work, it holds no Jiterary interest for the present. We can only presume that it fascinated the readers of its own generation. It was the editorial habit to mark with an asterisk articles, s tories, and poems that were lifted from other publications, and it must be said that asterisks shine in multitudes in the table of contents. It is obvious enough that Canada in a literary sense was passing through its Dark Age, and the light was slow to break. The ~.uem's fiuarlerly has had a longer life than any other magazine ofliterary standing. It began publication in J 893. Next followed the Unicersity Magazine, established by Andrew Macphail in 1907 to replace the old McGill ~uarterly. Nominally the joint enterprise of three universities, Dalhousie, McGill, and Toronto, it was effectively and ably controlled by Macphail until its lapse in 1920. In that year the Canadian Forum came into existence, and though it has experienced various changes of management it still flourishes. The Forum considered itself the successor of the earlier Rebel, a publication whose title at least gave the authorities some concern. A University oj Toronto ~uarterly existed in 1895-6. The present publication was organized in 1931 with the same title. The Dalhousie Review was founded in 1921, and like the University Magazine it has had the good fortune of continuous direction by an editor of high distinction. Political, theological, and philosophical by his own habit of mind, Professor Stewart has kept an even balance in the pages of his review, and literature, though not prominent, is never slighted.
I have named all the literary magazines which have enjoyed life and exercised an influence. They all bear much the same character, for none has ventured to devote itself exclusively to Ii terary concerns. The QUARTERLY is genial to the idea of poetry, but unlike the others does not admit verse to its pages. The Canadian Forum on the can trary pu blishes a great deal of poetry, bu t is qui te hostile both in opinion and printed example to poetry of the traditional type. Its policy both political and literary is radical, which may breed enemies, but engenders also enthusiastic partisans. If the magazine were not so intelligently conducted, its extreme liberalism might prove its undoing. As it is our younger writers find it a most stimulating medium, and even its capacity to annoy has its value in the long result.
Remarks on the University Magazine may well be prefaced by· words from the Canadian Forum, which began publication in the year of the demise of the older magazine: "The University Magazine has suspended publication this fall. For twenty years-a long period in the annals of Canadian magazines-it has maintained a higher standard of literary and material excellence than-it is safe to say-any of its predecessors."
It was controlled by the method of a wise and kindly dictatorship, but when the dictator decided that his benevolence and his pocket could not be reconciled, the genial experiment came to an end.
The late Sir Andrew Macphail by force of personality and intellect held a unique position among Canadian writers. He has written memorable books, but keen as was his general interest in letters his mind was not fashioned for literary criticism. As an author, therefore, he does not fall within the scope of this article, but as editor of the University Magazine his importance is beyond question. It is no slight thing to have been' among the first to recognize an emerging talent, and to possess at the same time the will and the power to give that talent scope for development. Macphail was not only Marjorie Pickthall's first publisher, but he was also her first important friend. He would have liked to be remembered for this. The UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY was the last of the group to enter the field. It would be invidious to make comparisons as to its relative merits in a literary sense. Contributions of fine quality are well distributed through the other mediums, but we note a growing tendency in the Toronto publication to increase the space devoted to pure literature. And a feature of definite importance has been introduced in the last four years. It was inaugurated in 1936 when fifty-three pages of the April number were set apart for a section called "Letters in Canada: 1935 Milne; A. S. P. Woodhouse, the editor of the whole survey, dealt with the remaining material. The system since then has been materially the same. The mechanism works with more perfection, and a division has now been made between English and French productions with an essay on the latter by Felix Walter, and a note on writings in other languages by Watson Kirkconnell. I can think of no greater service to our literature than this annual stock-taking of our efforts, accompanied as it is by such fair-minded and scholarly comment.
Such reference as has been made to our quarterlies is germane to the theme of this discussion, for the copious list of contributors' names that might be presented would indicate how many of our established critics first announced themselves in their pages.
Criticism cannot grow up in a void, and book-reviewing in the daily press does not provide a satisfactory initiation for those who wish to perform their work in a larger way. We cannot advance in critical power until ideas are both explored and initiated.
These quarterlies, as I have said, do not confine themselves to literary issues. But a pu blication of this type exists in the Canadian Bookman, which at the moment devotes itself chiefly to short-scale reviews of current books. It is to be hoped that capital may be found, or an increased public, to permit expansion in the way that I have indicated and the management desires.
IV
This paper would be more inadequate than it is if a section were not devoted to critical hooks or articles in the field of scholarship. One difficulty that confronts me is that no individual is competent in these days of specialization to make satisfactory pronouncements on more than a few specimens of the annual output. A second difficulty, and one that offers a cowardJy evasion of my problem, is that many of these works of exact scholarship are so eminently readable, so human, and so well written that they naturally fall within the region of belles-lettres and could be dealt with in that category. Of such a character is the work of more than one of our scholars in the humanities, who on occasion divest themselves of their gowns to speak in open forum. The salutary results of the practice of exactitude which are revealed in their excursions into general criticism will tend to establish themselves universally, and our critics at large will come to learn that a knowledge of the facts and capacity to generalize from the (acts are essential in the approach to any literary problem. We are (ar as yet from that result, but at least we have the example.
The names and productions of our scholarly writers are listed annually in these pages. Mention is made here only of those with whose work I am familiar. The enumeration includes Archibald MacMechan, James Cappon, H. L Stewart, Watson Kirkconnell, A. F. B. Clark, Douglas Bush, G. G. Sedgewick, Leon Edel, Felix Walter, H. Steinhauer, E. T. Owen, Gilbert Norwood, and Norman DeWitt. Appraisal is for the most part withheld, but the unique work of Professor Kirkconnell deserves specific reference. Linguistically he is equipped as no one else in the country, and he is our only bridge of connection with Scandinavian and Slavonic literature. Reformation has still to make its appearance in book form. Professor Sedgewick's investigation OJ Ir011Y, Esp"ially in Drama is number 10 in the Philology and Literature series of the "University of Toronto Studies." He fortifies his theory and history of the subject by illustrative examples from the Gruk tragedians, and concludes with a most penetrating analysis of Othello as the supreme manifestation of irony in world literature. Sedgewick's basic contention is that irony is "fundamental in the art of the theatre."
The implications of this idea would compel the assumption that without irony there can be no effective drama. It is indeed a bold contention, but it is brilliantly if not altogether convincingly v My last concern must be with books that are in current circulation. The dilemma above referred to reappears here. As we found so many scholarly books eminently readable, so here we discover that some books designed for the public are in the highest degree scholarly. If we miss the foot-notes and the cross-references, we accept the loss in the serene confidence that these books are amply documented in the authors' minds.
I wish .first to pay tribute to a valued friend. The death of E. K. Broadus meant not only t he severing of many close personal relationships, but in a larger, though less intimate, sense the loss to Canadian letters of one of its best cri tical minds. T he Poets Laureate in England falls within the range of scholarly books, but it is neither thorny, disputatious, nor dull as books of that class are generally supposed, and sometimes found to be. His Story oj English Literature was designed for the general reader, and here, in another type of work, our praise is equally unreserved.
When we look over our stock of critical books, we are impressed more by their quality than by their extent. One hard-working Frenchman--shall we say Brunetiere, Faguet, or the greater SainteBeuve ?-would individually bulk larger than our combined national effort. It is fortunately not with extent that we are concerned. The historian of the distant future who writes of our critical achievement will not fill a page with our nineteenth-century contribution. But he will discover on the verge of the twentieth a growing awareness that problems exist which cry out for solution, and he will inevitably link together the development of our critical and creative power. For in the truest sense all the criticism that counts in the world is creative. Be it understood that I am not Ii mi ting cri ticism to the mere appraisal of books, and most particularly I am not limiting Canadian criticism to the appraisal of Canadian books. The important thing is that our country should be set in the main current of the world's thought. Ideas are naturally contagious, but we have in the past immunized ourselves against infection.
Such fruitful contact with movements of thought developing outside of our own boundaries is to be found in President Carleton Stanley's enthusiastic study of Matthew Arnold. Another writer who stimulates us from European sources is Professor Barker Fairley. He is not a Canadian by birth, and he does not, so (ar as I know, write upon Canadian literary subjects. His chosen themes have been an English writer of exceptional but eccentric genius, Charles Doughty, and the German poet Goethe around whom critical thought has played for more than a century. I have no desire to withdraw or modify a statement I once made that his work on Goethe is the finest critical book that has come out of Canada. Goethe's work will be a subject of study centuries hence, and it is a great achievement to have made a permanent contribution to that study. Professor H. Walter's admirable study of Heinrich Heine falls in the same category.
Professor Wilson Knight is also by birth not a Canadian, nor does he write upon Canadian books, but without reservation we are proud to claim him n'ow as one of ourselves as we claim Professor . Fairley. Leave out the professors and the Englishmen, and where are you? as· the Aberdonian might have said.
There are two main schools of Shakespearean criticism today, and Wilson Knight is the active leader of one of these as Stoll is of the other. I remember saying to him once that he must greatly miss the English libraries, and I remember also his reply that he did not need them. All that he required was a reputable text, and Shakespeare's, when he was writing of Shakespeare, was the only voice he cared to hear. This does not sound proFessional. Indeed it seems the very abnegation of scholarship. Still for sheer delight of reading I am of the school of Knight rather than of Stoll, and The Wheel oj Fire is a book in the long series of his Shakespearean studies to which I often return for the beauty of the writing and its frequent flashes of imaginative insight.* A reference to two important books on Canadian themes will close this survey. Miss Jane M. Turnbull has given us in Essential T,.aits oj French-Canadian Poetry a scholarly and brilliant study of her subject. As a seal to the bonne entente it would remain for a writer of French Canada to exhibit a like interest in our English production.
The second book is Professor W. E. Collin's The White Savannahs, which because it deals with present-day developments has more importance for us than Cappon's study of Bliss Carman. The book is well informed, well written, and quite legitimately biassed. If you ask for impartial criticism you will not find it here, for Mr Collin holds the view that our poetry was stagnant until Frazer, T. S. Eliot, and other post-War outsiders quickened it into movement. The very title suggests something virginal and untilled. The book is then a partisan utterance, but we must freely admit that the author supports his thesis with great intelligence. He has very promising new material to deal with, and the plan of his book necessitated that his enthusiasm for younger writers should be balanced by a hostility equally enthusiastic to the work of their predecessors. It is to be regretted that Lampman, whose virtues were so quiet that exaggeration of his manner was never a menace, should have been selected as an example of all that is to be shunned in poetry. He is too soft and buttercuppy for the modern mood, which must fortify itself against weakness by more bracing antidotes *Mr Knight's btest book The Burning Oracle, has the subtitle Studies in Poetry oj Ac/ion, and deals with Shakespeare, Milton, Swift, Pope, and Byron. than are to be found in the pharmacopoeia of nature. If he had had a sun myth or a vegetable myth to support him we are given to feel that all might have been well with him. Granted the smaller scale of Mr Collin's operations, his animus against Lampman may be paralleled with the hostility towards Tennyson of the young English poets of thirty years ago.
The treatment of Marjorie Pickthall is much more sympathetic and is the best criticism extant on her work. Indeed this chapter of itself would give Mr Collin high rank among the critics of any country. The chapter on Pratt is still more masterly, and with fewer qualifications get upon the importance of the matter in hand. In ordinary criticism words are a penumbral mist veiling rather than illuminating the original contour. Collin's phrases bite into the tissue of his subject, and we may be certain that to the poet himself the very anatomy of his creative process was revealed. All , this was done with an easy range of literary illustration from other sources, with the result that our confidence in the cri tic's competence was by this time completely established. We had begun his book in some doubt, for we felt that the attack upon Lampman was unnecessarily cruel. In the Pickthall chapter we began to realize that we were in contact with criticism which intensified appreciation by revealing to us aspects of an author's genius that our own hasty i( delighted reading had been powerless to discover. The analysis of Pratt's poetry made us so secure in our confidence that we were prepared to follow without prejudice) and even with a nascent enthusiasm, the argument of the later portions of his book, (or which his earlier chapters had been a preparation. We may not all yield to this argument) but we are bound to concede that the poets whom we may name the Montreal group have found in Collin thei r ideal interpreter.
